




To obtain a good agreement between theory and data, a precise  
understanding of following items is required:  

3He ground state wave function 

Nuclear forces  

Final-State Interactions 

Meson Exchange Currents 
2NF: 3NF: 

PW
IA

  + FSI 
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Statistical errors,  
predicted for 12GeV 

Experiment 

Urgent need for better knowledge on structure of 3He ! 

Depends directly on structure 
of polarized 3He 

PROBLEM: Statistical error of  
the 12GeV experiment comparable  
to the polarization uncertainty 



-  Calculations predict WF to    
  be dominated by S, D and    
  S’ states. 

-  Other states (P) can be   
  neglected. 
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Detected hadron  
(BigBite) 

Detected electron 
(HRS-L) 

Missing (recoil)  
Momentum 

Missing Energy 

U
ndetected hadron(s)  



Precision measurements at low Q2 

-  MAMI experiments 
-  Low missing momentum region 

-  Clear separation of 2BBU and 3BBU 
-  Studied QE region (Florizone) and 
   region <QE (Kozlov) 
-  Discrepancy between the theory    
  and measurements remains  

Measurements at high Q2 

-  JLab exp. (Benmokhtar, Rvachev) 
-  Tremendous range of miss. mom. 

-  Fixed (ω, q) 



FSI 

Double-polarization experiments: 
-  MAINZ exp. (Achenbach, Carasco) 
-  Reactions 3He(e,e’p)d,  3He(e,e’p)pn 
-  Study of FSI effects 
-  Reaction 3He(e,e’d) still unexplored   
  (first attempts at NIKHEF)  

Important Milestones: 
 - MIT-Bates (Tripp): 

 - IUCF (Milner): 

 - NIKHEF (Poolman):  

Measured 3He(e,e’d) and showed that 
both isoscalar and isovector current  
are needed. 

Double Pol.Asym. in 3He(p, 2p), 3He(p,pn); 
Weakness of hadronic probes. 

Pilot measurement of 3He(e,e’p) and 
3He(e,e’n); Comparison to PWIA. 
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 6 GeV polarized continuous e- beam 
with currents up to 100uA is delivered 
to three experimental Halls A, B and C.  
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Incident polarized  
electron 

Detected Deuterons  
and Protons 

Az 

Ax 

Beam Helicity 

Kinematic Settings: 
Ebeam = 2.425 GeV 
θL = 12.5, 14.5 deg 
θBB = -75.0 -82.0 deg 
Q2 = -0.25, -0.35 (GeV/c)2 

Experiment E08-005: 
In parallel to (e,e’p) and (e,e’d) 
channels, (e,e’n) channel was 
measured utilizing HRS-R and 
HAND.  

Taget orientations: 

Long.+ 

Trans.+ 

Trans.- 



-  Target ladder with targets 
-  Heating oven 
-  Five High-Power IR-Diode     
  lasers (~30W) for polarizing     
  the target in all three  
  direction 
-  Optical table with lenses,   
  mirrors, λ-shifters is used   
  to guide light from optical    
  fibers to the target. 
-  Three pairs of Helmholtz    
  coils to hold spin in a    
  particular direction 
-  Polarization measurement    
  equipment  





-  The target polarization was 
   constantly monitored (4hours) 
-  NMR (relative) and EPR (absolute)  
  methods were utilized 
-  Polarization measured at the  
  pumping chamber. Corrections needed. 
- Polarization ~60%   



Particle Track 



-  Two MWDCs for tracking; Each MWDC 
   consists of 6 wire planes u,u’,v,v’,x,x’ 

-  Two Scintillation planes E/dE for PID and  
  supplementary Energy determination 



BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT: 
 - Calculation of Energy Losses 

 - Help with the analysis software 

 - Analytical optics module 

 - Setup of BigBite E/dE detector 

 - Trigger Electronics 

 - Target setup 

DURING THE EXPERIMENT: 
 - Monitor performance of DAQ 

 - Handling with BigBite 

 - Target manipulation       

DATA ANALYSIS: 
 - Compass analysis 

 - Calibration of detectors 

 - Trigger and scaler analysis  

 - BigBite optics calibration 

 - Analysis of production data 

Needed for positioning of the exp.  
equipment and possible use of He bags  

Developed event viewer to help debugging 
track reconstruction code. 

Analytical descrip. of particle transport 
through BB for on-line data analysis 

Connecting PMTs to electronics, 
adjusting HVs, tests with cosmics.   

Building BB triggering circuit, coincidence 
trigger, threshold setup, various tests 

Target installation, optics system setup 
Water calibration, compass measurements  

Trigger selec., DTM, scalers, data quality 

HV adjustments, sieve-slit, HV-trips 

Tgt. movement, laser operation, pol. meas. 

True target orientation at given  currents 

BPM, BCM, BB-E/dE (ADCs, TDCs), Beam En. 

Good/Random Coincidence, true/false asym. 

Optics matrix for BB (for the first time)  



-  The information from PMTs is read   
   by ADCs (charge) and TDCs (timing) 

-  Timing information required for  
   horizontal positioning and time-of- 
   flight (PID?) 

-  Charge information used for  
  positioning (attenuations),  PID! 

-  Instead of E/dE plots E+dE vs. p  
  considered for PID     

Protons 

Deuterons 

TDC: - Left/Right calibration 

ADC: -  Left/Right + between   
  paddles calibration 
-  Attenuations along scint 
-  Energy-losses simulation 
  for energy scale    



-  Purpose of optics calibration is to determine target variables  
(yTg, φTg, θTg, δTg) from detector variables (xDet, yDet, θDet, φDet). 

- Two approaches for finding matrix: Simplex (N&M) and SVD:   

  (Learned about SVD from M.O.D. in Bosen 2010) 

Knowing optics is equivalent to determining coefficients aijkl 

A set of calibration events can be written as: 

A b a 

Condition: 

SVD: 

Result: 



Calibration results for yTg: 
-  7-foil carbon target was used 
-  Ended with 37 matrix elements 
-  Positions of foils exactly known 
-  Resolution σy~ 1.1cm 

Calibration results for δTg: 
-  Both elastic H,D and QE data. 
-  Only XDet, θDet dependence
-  Finish with 21 matrix elements 
-  Resolution σp/p ~ 1.6% (2%)  

2H(e,e’p)n 



Results of optical calibration for θTg and ϕTg using sieve-slit data: 
-  End with 37 and 51 M.E. 
-  Resolution ~ 10mrad 
-  ϕTg  was most difficult to 
determine. Deformations 
visible at the edges.  

M.Mihovilovic et al., submitted to NIM A 



Ebeam = 2.4255 GeV 
ω = 100-200MeV,  
Q2=0.2-0.3(GeV/c)2 

A. Ebeam = 2.4255 GeV 
ω = 150-250MeV,  
Q2=0.3-0.4(GeV/c)2 

B. 

2bbu+3bbu 

2bbu+3bbu 

PRESENTLY: Working on the interpretation of the results and 
trying to compare them to the theoretical predictions 



-  A simple picture for pmiss ~ 0. 

-  S-state dominates 

-  Consider only tree diagram 

-  Missing Energy = ω–Td–Tp 

-  Negative values due to  
  resolution. 

-  Low EMiss region dominated by  
  2BBU (A->elastic e-p asym.),  

-  High EMiss dominated by 3BBU  
  (A->0). 

-  Non-zero asymmetry in 3BBU  
  caused by FSI not S’  
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+ 
These results require full calculations . 
Intuitive explanations not possible. 
Tree diagram not sufficient  

+ … 







EVe is a BigBite event display 

-  Based of CERN Root  
  (graphics classes) 

- Not part of the standard 
   Root Event Viewer 

-  It shows hits in all BigBite     
  detectors 

- Supports 2D and 3D view 

- Used for debugging BigBite 
  tracking algorithm  

- Sanity checks during exp. 



-  Crucial part of the experiment 
-  Triggers are formed when a particle hits 
   the detector 
-  Different combinations of triggers 
  correspond to different types of events  
  (singles, coincidences) 
-  Triggering circuit (NIM, CAMAC, TS)   
   selects proper events to be recorded. 
-  Eight triggers were considered 

-  Considered re-timing circuit (T1 sharp) 
-  Trigger structure far more complex than    
   expected. Need to understand! 
-  Raw coincidence triggers allow basic PID. 

T1,T2 – BigBite Singles; T3,T4 – HRSL Singles; 
T5,T6 – Coincidences; T7- Cosmics; T8-Pulser  



3He is polarized through SEOP. It is a 
two step method: 

1.) Polarization of Rb vapors with laser: 
-  Split states (H-F structure, Zeeman) 
-  5S1/2 -> 5P1/2 with c.p. light (ΔmF=1) 
-  One state gets saturated 
-    

-  Depolarization (ΔmF ≠ 1) Nitrogen    
  Quenching  

2.) Spin-exchange via Hyper-fine 
interaction between Rb electrons 
and 3He nucleus (efficiency ~ 2%)  

3.) Inclusion of K to increase the 
polarization efficiency (~ 20% ) 



-  Theory given separately for 2BBU and 3BBU 
-  3BBU hidden beneath the 2BBU. 
-  Monte-Carlo required for correct  
  interpretation of 3BBU results. 
-  MCEEP overestimates the 2BBU and   
  underestimates the widths.   
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